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Looking Upstream: 
Systemic Oppression as a  

Key Determinant of Health Inequities

 
The following questions were posed by participants during the March 15, 2017 presentation of the 
“Looking Upstream” online training module. Responses are provided by the session facilitator, Dr. 
Jessica Santos, Brandeis University. 

	
Q:  Will this webinar be recorded and publicly available?  
In order to encourage participants to fully engage with us during online or in-person trainings, 
and to protect proprietary materials and content, we will not be sharing the recording or the 
slides. In lieu of slides, we are sharing a reading list that corresponds with the core topics/units 
covered during the training.  

 

Q: What about when diagnoses are genetic? 
Although health conditions can have genetic causes, it is important to remember that racial 
constructs are socially contrived and that there are no biological differences between people 
who have been racialized as White, Black, Asian, or other racial categories, in the United States. 
Therefore, a health disparities agenda does not typically prioritize genetic explanations and 
interventions.  See: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1449495/ 

At the same time, cutting-edge epigenetics research is beginning to establish a rationale for 
interventions/treatments that are based on reducing disparities by developing a deeper 
understanding of how genetic activity/expression has been affected by adverse conditions.  See: 
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/nrp/2014/324327/ 
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Q: Can you offer some data sources about the GI bill widening inequities? 
We talk about the opposite at my organization. I'd like to make sure we 
have accurate information. 
The GI Bill, although technically available to both whites and blacks after WWII, limited 
educational benefits for blacks to a limited number of segregated schools, which could not 
accommodate the numbers of applicants seeking higher education. In the South, the GI Bill is 
considered to have widened the gap of educational attainment by race rather than narrowing it, 
despite offering what was considered at the time a policy to expand opportunity for all. 
Notwithstanding the discriminatory administration of the program, the GI bill was a pathway to 
the middle class for people of color who were able to benefit from the program. For an 
explanation of the racial discrimination inherent in the GI bill (in both education and housing 
benefits), see: 

o Turner, Sarah and John Bound. 2003. "Closing The Gap Or Widening The Divide: 
The Effects Of The G.I. Bill And World War II On The Educational Outcomes Of 
Black Americans" Journal of Economic History 63(1): 145-177.  

o Perea, Juan F. 2014. “Doctrines of Delusion: How the History of the G.I. Bill and 
Other Inconvenient Truths Undermine the Supreme Court’s Affirmative Action 
Jurisprudence.” Princeton Law Review 75(Summer): 583-651. 
https://lawreview.law.pitt.edu/ojs/index.php/lawreview/article/viewFile/344/271 

 

Q: How do we articulate upstream solutions to health disparities to funders? 
Great question!  Although some funders are driven by short-term and ever-changing priorities, 
others are beginning to move upstream and provide multi-year or unrestricted grants in more 
creative ways.  I would suggest a few strategies: 

o Demonstrate it: Pilot and evaluate a small scale project that addresses root 
cause/upstream issues and publicize the effects widely.  

o Get them to ask for it: Strategically find ways to locate more leaders from 
underrepresented groups on the boards of philanthropic organizations and have the 
conversation at that level so the board asks the foundation to do this type of work. 

o  Educate the messengers:  Build relationships with the most powerful influencers in 
your community, educate them about upstream work, and ask them to champion 
the ideas that you already have ready to implement. 

o Reframe it: If you can’t get a funder on board, do the work anyways and frame it 
however you need to – the good thing about health equity work is it touches almost 
every sector and population and can be justified or framed in multiple ways.  
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Q: Can you go over the constructs and the components? 
According to Iris Marion Young, systemic oppression is: “The vast and deep injustices some 
groups suffer as a consequence of often unconscious assumptions and reactions of well-meaning 
people in ordinary interactions, media and cultural stereotypes, and structural features of 
bureaucratic hierarchies and market mechanisms… oppressions are systematically reproduced 
in major economic, political, and cultural institutions.”  See: Young, Iris. 1990. Justice and the 
Politics of Difference. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press. 

In our society we have interlocking systems of oppression including white supremacy, 
patriarchy, exploitative capitalism, and more.  The components that you need to understand in 
each of these systems include: 

o How the operating social construct has evolved (the idea of race/gender/class) 

o How historical policies and practices have been shaped by these constructs and have 
privileged certain groups (whites, men, wealthy) while disadvantaging others (people 
of color/women and transgender/poor) 

o How contemporary policies continue to maintain these inequities 

o The role of ideology in that system (implicit and explicit) 

o How power operates in that system and the leverage points for change 

o How all of this creates conditions for inequities in health and the social determinants 

  

Q: Cross-sector initiatives are complicated and will take time to change 
cultures across the system.  What advice do you have to funders regarding 
length of investments and evaluating cross-sector initiatives? 
Based on my own experience with projects and evaluations, I believe 5 years is the minimum 
time that it takes to establish true cross-sector relationships and get a project up and running 
smoothly, especially in communities that are historically siloed and do not have a precedent for 
working across difference.  If I were a funder, I would grant 5 years to establish and manage a 
project and another 5 minimum to see its effects play out, evaluating the 10-year impact on a 
community. 

What we measure also matters – I would like to see funders investing in measuring 
relationships, strength and diversity of networks, and how these relational changes affect 
marginalized communities.  We should not measure the relationships for the sake of 
collaboration in and of itself, but how relationships drive equity and inclusion. 
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Q: You mentioned that Social Security was an example of a policy that was 
originally structured to benefit whites and excluded low-wage workers of 
color, but at the same time today Social Security is considered an important 
wealth protection /wealth building mechanism for communities of color.  
Can you clarify? 
Yes, the Social Security Act (1935) excluded agricultural and domestic workers, and tied 
benefits to income, marginalizing low-wage workers of color. About 65 percent of working 
African Americans were agricultural or domestic workers at the time of the Act’s adoption.  
Over time, African Americans and other racial and ethnic groups gained access to Social 
Security as they became employed in more diverse occupations. However, economically 
vulnerable agricultural and domestic workers of color—primarily Latino—continue to 
experience challenges with obtaining Social Security coverage even as their access to and 
reliance on Social Security increases overall.  For example, African American and Hispanic 
families that do receive Social Security get a higher rate of return from it than whites because 
they rely more heavily on the full range of benefits offered (survivorship and disability in 
addition to retirement).  However, I see this as a reflection of the inequities that were 
reviewed in this module and not a reflection of equity-informed policy design. For example, due 
to residential/occupational segregation, inequities in wealth by race, and health disparities, 
people of color rely more heavily on survivorship and disability benefits and these benefits are a 
protective mechanism for children of color.  In addition, social security plays a key role for 
elders of color in the absence of accumulated wealth over the life course. More than 25% of 
African Americans and Latinos depend on it for more than 90% of their family income.  To 
clarify, I believe that Social Security could be reformed and improved upon to reflect an even 
greater intentional upstream/equity approach. See the following resources for more 
information:    

o Center for Global Policy Solutions. 2016. "More Children in Multigenerational 
Families Benefit from Social Security.” (www.globalpolicysolutions.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/08/Multigen-families-and-Social-Security.pdf). 

o The Commission to Modernize Social Security. n.d. 
(www.modernizesocialsecurity.org). 

o The Commission to Modernize Social Security. “Plan for a New Future: The Impact 
of Social Security Reform on People of Color.” 
(www.modernizesocialsecurity.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/new_future_social_secu
rity_10_24_11.pdf). 

o DeWitt, Larry. 2010. "The Decision to Exclude Agricultural and Domestic Workers 
from the 1935 Social Security Act." Social Security Bulletin 70(4):49-68. 
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